1 Labor mobility: Effects on innovation and acquisition  
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs05, Chair: Minyuan Zhao 9

- Jacob Holm, Bram Timmermans, Christian Ostergaard, Alex Coad, Nicola Grassano, Antonio Vezzani: "Labor mobility from R&D-intensive multinational companies: implications for knowledge and technology transfer"

- Said Matr: "Outbound opening up the innovation process: implications on outbound labor mobility"

- Ramakrishna Devarakonda, Chang Liu, Stevo Pavicevic: "Employee mobility and likelihood of acquisition"

Discussant: Kristian Nielsen, Chandrika Rathee

2 Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurial ecosystems  
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs07, Chair: Paola Criscuolo 17

- Paige Clayton, Maryann Feldman, Benjamin Montmartin: "Funding emerging ecosystems"

- Heli Helanummi-Cole, Tom Lawrence: "Entrepreneurial ecosystems and venture emergence: the role of institutional logics and infrastructure"

Discussant: Einar Rasmussen, Keivan Aghasi

3 Markets for technology: New methods in studying IPR  
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs08, Chair: Stefano Li Pira 23

- Luca Berchicci, Vareska van de Vrande: "Noisy or valuable? the effect of examiner-added citations on firm knowledge flows"

- Daniel Hain, Roman Jurowetzki: "Introduction to rare-event predictive modeling for inferential statisticians - a hands-on application in the prediction of breakthrough patents"

- Sam Arts, Jianan Hou, Juan Carlos Gomez: "Identifying the creation and impact of new technologies"

Discussant: Ali Mohammadi, Daniël Speldekamp

4 University-industry interaction: Collaboration and spinoffs  
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs12, Chair: Florence Blandinieres 29

- Igors Skute, Isabella Hatak, Kasia Zalewska-Kurek: "From idea to market. examining the early stage university spinoff competence types: an application of topic modeling technique"

- Bastian Krieger: "Public university research funding and local university-firm cooperation: an analysis of the german excellence initiative"

- Rani Dang, Maureen Mckelvey, Olof Zaring: "Creating, maintaining and dismantling a hybrid space for sustainability research: exploring the practices of academic engagement in a university-industry centre"

Discussant: Effie Kesidou, Anja Rösner
5 Science: Academic practices
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs14, Chair: Tiare-Maria Brasseur 35

- Thomas Heinze, Arlette Jappe, David Pithan: “From north american hegemony to global competition for scientific leadership? insights from the nobel population.”
- Pablo D' Este, Irene Ramos-vielba, Nicolas Robinson-Garcia: “Aligning scientific impact and societal relevance: the roles of academic engagement and interdisciplinary research”
- Elio Shijaku, Nathalie Ceron Hurtado: “Performance feedback in academic journals: exploring the relationship between journal impact factor and manuscript rejection rates”

Discussant: Pooyan Khashabi, Karin Hoisl

6 Industrial dynamics: Digital technologies and adoption
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP103, Chair: Tatevik Harutyunyan 39

- PIERO CACERES DIAZ, María Belén Usero Sánchez, Angeles Montoro-sanchez: “Digital infrastructure and entrepreneurship: the digital era’s enabling effect”
- Jane Bourke, Stephen Roper: “Industry 4.0 is coming: the role of ambition in digital adoption by micro-businesses”
- Jonathan Sapsed, Christina Vasilou: “The craft in stagecraft: implications for organising and digital technology adoption”

Discussant: Giancarlo Lauto, Jitse Duijsters

7 Industrial dynamics: Innovation and performance
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP112, Chair: Ksenia Onufrey 44

- Mariano Mastrogiorgio, Mario Daniele Amore: “Serendipitous innovation and financial performance in a shadow options setting: evidence from patent data”
- Liang Chen, Pengxiang Zhang, Sali Li, Scott Turner: “The disruptive effects of generational innovation in digital economy”
- Anupama Phene, Niloofar Abolfathi: “Innovation by competitors and firm performance: the influence of demand side heterogeneity”

Discussant: Kim Wang, Kristof Van Criekingen

8 Organizational behavior: Learning, exports and specialization
Wednesday June 19 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP114, Chair: Yeolan Lee 58

- Nhien Nguyen, Lisa Græslie: “To transfer or not to transfer specialized knowledge: the decision-making process in the context of specialization”
- Caroline Witte, Marcus Møller Larsen: “A legacy from the informal economy: on the relationship between experimentation and exporting among african smes”
- Romina Guri, Pedro de Faria, Florian Noseleit: “Learning to export by hiring”

Discussant: Arjan Markus, Ulrich Kaiser
9 Open innovation: Collaboration strategies  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SPs03, Chair: Jeff Macher 5

- Silvia Rita Sedita, Roberto Grandinetti :“Disentangling open innovation strategies in smes: a configurational approach”
- Mohammad Nasiri, Geert Duysters, Zi-Lin He :“Multi-partner r&d alliance diversity and innovation performance: the dilemma of value creation and value appropriation”
- Halima Jibril, Stephen Roper, Jane Bourke :“Getting the right recipe: optimal collaboration strategies for radical and incremental service innovators.”

Discussant: Pedro de Faria, Marianna Marra

10 Labor mobility: Careers and status  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SPs05, Chair: Karolina Kuta 10

- Francesca Melillo, Virgilio Failla, Nicolai Foss, Toke Reichstein :“When does inequality mean equity? horizontal wage dispersion and employee mobility.”
- Johannes Koenig :“Leave on a high note!? postdoctoral academic employment and future non-academic career prospects”
- Kristina Andersen, Mark Lorenzen, Agnieszka Nowinska :“The broad versus the pointed brush: status change, stigma, and blame following fast organizational failure “

Discussant: Sam Arts, Paul-Emmanuel Anckaert

11 Geographies of innovation: Regional development  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SPs07, Chair: Hong Luo 16

- Amit Kumar, Elisa Operti :”This cloud has a silver lining economic crisis and technological exploration”
- Sandro Montresor, Roberto Antonietti :”Regional diversification patterns and key enabling technologies (kets) in italian regions”
- Silvia Rocchetta, Andrea Mina, Dieter Kogler, Changjun Lee :”Technological knowledge spaces and the resilience of european regions”

Discussant: Jonathan Sapsed, Haakon Lie

12 Markets for technology: Trademarks and design protection  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SPs08, Chair: Hakan Ozalp 22

- Markus Nagler, Stefan Sorg :”The disciplinary effect of post-grant review - causal evidence from european patent opposition”
- David Andersson, Anton Ekman, Anton Huila, Fredrik Tell :”Designing value: design protection and the market value of firms”
- Lorena Maria D’Agostino, Stefano Schiavo :”Trademarks and firm competitiveness: an empirical analysis of the world top r&d spending companies”

Discussant: Shinjinee Chattopadhyay, Jung H. Kwon
13 Innovation strategy: Financial constraints  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SPs12, Chair: Fathiro Putra 24

- Sandro Montresor, Antonio Vezzani :"Financial constraints and intangible investments: deterring or revealed barriers to engage in innovation?"
- Mauricio Perez-Alaniz, Helena Lenihan, Justin Doran, Nola Hewitt-dundas :"Financial resources and firm engagement in scientific and innovative activity: does firm size matter?"
- Marek Giebel, Kornelius Kraft :"The sensitivity of r&d to financing constraints of firms as well of their banks before, during and after the financial crisis"

Discussant: Bart Leten, Igors Skute

14 Industrial dynamics: Competitive strategy  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SPs14, Chair: Daniel Laufs 30

- Ulrich Kaiser, Markus Reisinger :"Strategic product variety choice: theory and empirical evidence"
- Archita Sarmah :"Permanent exit or temporary break? organizational experience and market re-entry after initial exit in the biopharmaceutical industry"
- Ying-Yin Lin, Jiajia Liu, Marcela Miozzo :"Technological capability and industry catch-up in new digital sectors: the evidence from china’s digital games industry"

Discussant: Jan-Michael Ross, Vilma Chila

15 Industrial dynamics: New technologies and industries  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SP103, Chair: Bing Guo 41

- Kim Wang, Russell Seidle :"Ambition in innovation: technological stock and vicarious learning in the nascent electric scooter sector"
- Reinhilde Veugelers, Michele Pezzoni, Fabiana Visentin :"How fast is this novel technology going to be a hit? ”
- Kristina Andersen, Marianne Frederiksen, Mette Knudsen, Anders Krabbe :"Start-ups' choice of strategic response to regulatory constraints: an analysis of start-ups in the nascent market for drones"

Discussant: Michael Ward, Rebecca Karp

16 Open innovation: Crowds and contests  
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SP112, Chair: Maureen Mckelvey 45

- Stephan Manning, Madeleine Rauch, Stanislav Vavilov :"Turning shared into firm-specific resources: the complementarity of local ecosystem and crowdfunding services"
- Jonas Heite, Karin Hoisl :"Performance in contests - the role of risk and confidence"
- Ali Mohammadi, Kourosh Shafi :"How wise are crowd? a comparative study of crowd and institutions in peer-to-business online lending markets"

Discussant: Olof Zaring, Jeroen Mahieu
17 Entrepreneurship: The role of personal backgrounds
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SP113, Chair: Sam Tavassoli 52

- Fakher Omezzine, Isabel Bodas-Freitas: "Exaptation and niche market creation: the role of the founding team’s prior experiences"
- Margaret Dalziel, Nada Basir: "Creating high-potential alumni entrepreneurs: the imprinting effect of student work terms"
- Theodor Vladasel: "Same, but different? birth order, family size, and sibling sex composition effects in entrepreneurship"

Discussant: Olof Ejermo, Valentina Tartari

18 Social networks: Individual agency
Wednesday June 19 at 17:00 - 18:30, Room: SP114, Chair: Giovanna Capponi 57

- Balint Dioszegi, Valentina Tartari, Daniella Laureiro-martinez, Stefano Brusoni, Anne Ter Wal: "Agency and intentionality in networking: an interactive experiment"
- Anna Fedorova: "Not so social networks: does solitude make us creative?"
- Carlos Inoue: "The role of individuals' human and social capital in organizations: implications of key individuals' temporary absences for organizational performance"

Discussant: Vareska van de Vrande, Pablo D’ Este

19 Innovation strategy: Knowledge integration
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs03, Chair: Federico Tamagni 4

- Shinjinee Chattopadhyay: "Generalists, specialists and changes to the knowledge landscape"
- Elisabeth Krull, Kenneth Husted, Peter Smith: "Microfoundations of knowledge coordination: a multi-level perspective"
- Di Tong, Jay Lee: "Knowledge catalysts: the role of generalist incumbents in post-hiring knowledge integration"

Discussant: Vera Rocha, Carita Eklund

20 Open innovation: Partners and alliances
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs05, Chair: Matilda Axelson 11

- Maximilian Böger, Bernhard Lingens: "How firms set-up ecosystems - the role of attention for finding and integrating potential ecosystem partners"
- Yimei Hu, Huanren Zhang: "Value co-creation and value capture in strategic partnerships: an experimental study on coopetition"
- Walter Bataglia, Ana Maria Braga: "How relational capability influences alliance's performance through transaction cost"

Discussant: Marco Giarratana, Johannes Loh
21 Geographies of innovation: Location, proximity and distance  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs07, Chair: Ralf Wilden 13

- Sam Tavassoli: "Survival of new entrepreneurial firms: the role of cognitive proximity of entrepreneurs to each other"
- Mercedes Delgado, Myriam Mariani, Fiona Murray: "The role of location on the inventor gender gap: women are geographically constrained"
- Sheryl Winston Smith: "Should I stay or should I go? entrepreneurial ecosystems and the relative importance of distance for innovative new ventures"

Discussant: CHAO CHEN (Rosa) Chung, Aliasghar Bahoo Torodi

22 Markets for technology: Secrecy and exclusivity  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs08, Chair: Youngsun Kwon 21

- Dmitry Sharapov, Sam MacAulay: "From cloaks and traps to sabotage: design mechanisms for capturing value from knowledge"
- Haakon Lie, Knut Egelie: "Trade secrets in collaborative research agreements between universities and industry"
- Arman Aksoy, Catherine Beaudry: "The effects of exclusivity and company size on university research commercialisation."

Discussant: Markus Nagler, Bettina Peters

23 Policy: Mission-orientation and tax incentives  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs12, Chair: Aldona Kapacinskaite 25

- Florence Blandinieres, Daniela Steinbrenner, Christian Rammer, Bernd Weiss: "Are the result of R&D tax incentives literature so unambiguous? A meta-regression analysis"
- Matthijs Janssen: "Legitimation and effects of mission-oriented innovation policies: a spillover perspective"

Discussant: Andrea Morrison, Anna Turskaya

24 Science: Firms' contribution to science  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs14, Chair: Oleg Sidorkin 34

- Nicola Grassano, Roberto Camerani, Daniele Rotolo: "Do firms publish? A multi-sectoral analysis"
- Stefano Baruffaldi, Felix Poege: "A firm scientific community"

Discussant: Rossella Salandra, Leo Schmallenbach

25 Industrial dynamics: Enabling technologies  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP103, Chair: Mariano Mastrogiorgio 40

- Neil Thompson, Svenja Spanuth: "The decline of computers as a general purpose technology: why deep learning and the end of Moore's law are fragmenting computing"
- Milan Miric, Hakan Ozalp: "Paradox of middleware: innovation enabler and creativity constraint"
- Neva Bojovic Zec: "From electronic nose to digital olfaction: emergence of markets and meanings for enabling technology"

Discussant: Beatrice D'Ippolito, Anna Scedrova
26 Open innovation: User-centric innovation and design thinking  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP112, Chair: Roman Jurowetzki

- Jörg Claussen, Maria Halbinger : "When users become innovators: the role of pre-innovation community experience in a 3d printing platform"
- Fathiro Putra, David Larkin, Saeed Khanagha, Krsto Panza : "Applying design thinking for exploring emerging technologies and creating markets of the future"
- Susanne Beck, Tiare-Maria Brasseur, Marion Poetz, Henry Sauermann : "What’s the problem? how crowdsourcing contributes to identifying scientific research questions"

Discussant: Dirk Martignoni, Said Matr

27 Innovation strategy: Corporate venturing  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP113, Chair: Umair Khan

- Jitse Duijsters, Vareska van de Vrande, Justin Jansen : "The extent of corporate venturing and firm performance: the mediating role of portfolio strategies"
- Rafael Corredoira, Francesco Di Lorenzo : "Corporate venture capital financing, investor leadership and technological influence of new venture’s invention"

Discussant: Stijn Kelchtermans, Halima Jibril

28 Social networks: Dynamics and outcomes  
Thursday June 20 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP114, Chair: Archita Sarmah

- Na Zou : "Network effects and microenterprises: an empirical analysis of microenterprises in china"
- Alexander Smit, Marius Meeus, Jörg Raab : "Do network dynamics differ between technology fields? describing complete network dynamics using network states and state changes"
- Remco Mannak, Arjan Markus, Marius Meeus, Jörg Raab, Alexander Smit : "Loci of network dynamics and their impact on innovation outcomes: r&d consortia in the dutch water sector"

Discussant: Joris Knoben, Azzurra Meoli

29 Open innovation: Challenges and costs  
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs03, Chair: Anita Mcgahan

- Aneta Oleksiak, Jeffrey Reuer, Dries Faems, Pedro de Faria : "The resilience of inherited alliances: navigating the challenges of alliance partner acquisition"
- evita paraskevopoulou, Bing Guo, Josep Bisbe, Luis Santamaria : "Control experience and r&d collaboration: the “if” and “with whom” decisions"
- George Chondrakis, Eduardo Melero, Mari Sako : "Plural sourcing and returns to intra-firm coordination"

Discussant: Daniel Hain, Stefano Baruffaldi
30 Policy: Education and labor markets
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs05, Chair: Claudio Fassio 8

- Joris Knoben, Patrick Vermeulen, Daniela Ritter-hayashi :“Cushioning the blow: labour flexibility and retaining firm innovativeness in times of downsizing”
- Tobias Schultheiss, Curdin Pfister, Uschi Backes-gellner, Ann-Sophie Gnehm :“Tertiary education expansion and task demand: does a rising tide lift all boats?”
- Vera Rocha, Olenka Kacperczyk :“The impact of entrepreneurship on community integration: evidence from a quasi-natural experiment ”

Discussant: Margaret Dalziel, Kyung Yul Lee

31 Geographies of innovation: Location and international networks
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs07, Chair: Stephan Manning 14

- cecilia jona lasinio, valentina Meliciani :“Global value chains and productivity growth in advanced economies: does intangible capital matter?”
- John Cantwell, Marianna Marra, Sarah Edris, Suma Athreye :“The evolution of the international knowledge networks of innovative mnes in the pharmaceutical industry”
- Sergio Petralia, Riccardo Crescenzi, David Arnold :“Specialization, communication costs & the location decisions of firms’ r&d activities”

Discussant: Jacob Holm, Riccardo Savio

32 Innovation strategy: Post-acquisition employee turnover
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs08, Chair: Bilgehan Uzunca 19

- Luca Verginer, Federica Parisi, Jeroen van Lidth de Jeude, Massimo Riccaboni :“The impact of acquisitions on inventor turnover in the pharmaceutical sector”
- Johannes Loh, Pooyan Khashabi, Jörg Claussen, Tobias Kretschmer :“Who is gone after an acquisition? evidence from the u.s. video game industry”

Discussant: Hans Kongsted, Anna Fedorova

33 Policy: Incubators and start-up subsidies
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs12, Chair: Mareike Seifried 26

- Hanna Hottenrott, Robert Richstein :“Start-up subsidies: does the policy instrument matter?”
- Olof Ejermo :“Incubators, innovation and productivity”
- Keivan Aghasi, Stelios Kavadias :“Exploring the impact of organizational sponsorship on the entrepreneurial journey of the nascent ventures: the case of start-up pitch competition”

Discussant: Francesca Melillo, Martin Murmann
34 Science: The role of scientific knowledge  
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs14, Chair: Caroline Witte 33

- Chandrika Rathee, Marco Giarratana, Konstantina Valogianni: "Scientific knowledge - a missing link to understand firm innovation in a high technology industry"
- Linde Colen, Rene Belderbos, Stijn Kelchtermans, Bart Leten: "Many are called, few are chosen: the role of science in drug development decisions"
- Jan-Bart Vervenne (be 0419 052 173), Sam Arts, Bart Van Looy: "Science today, technology tomorrow: an empirical analysis of the relationship between science-technology ‘lead time’ and firm performance"

Discussant: Stephen Roper, Xiguang Chen

35 Industrial dynamics: Long-term transformations  
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP103, Chair: Eric Fong 37

- Ksenia Onufrey, Anna Bergek: "Transformation in a mature industry: the role of business and innovation strategies"
- Agata Kapturkiewicz, Masahiro Kotosaka: "Long-term field transformations - the impact of cross-field and intra-field institutional work. evidence from the ict entrepreneurial ecosystem in japan."

Discussant: Adam Novotny, Maximilian Böger

36 Open innovation: Online platforms, peers and experts  
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP112, Chair: Paige Clayton 47

- Hong Luo, Jeff Macher, Michael Wahlen: "Judgment aggregation in creative production: evidence from the movie industry"
- Johannes Loh: "Peer recommendations, consumption variety, and product performance: evidence from a digital music platform"
- Tom Grad, Christian Garaus, Christopher Lettl: "The role of knowledge similarity for self-selection and evaluation quality in crowd evaluation"

Discussant: Jay Lee, Bastian Krieger

37 Industrial dynamics: Spin-outs and knowledge relatedness  
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP113, Chair: Maryann Feldman 48

- Aliasghar Bahoo Torodi: "The double-edged sword of knowledge inheritance; knowledge relatedness and spin-outs' performance"
- Jan-Michael Ross, Riccardo Fini, Markus Perkmann: "Attention to exploration: employee entrepreneurship in r&d organizations"
- Vilma Chila, Shivaram Devarakonda: "Contingent incentives and spin-out formation"

Discussant: Thomas Heinze, Keld Laursen
38 Social networks: Firms' strategic use of employee social networks  
Thursday June 20 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP114, Chair: Dmitry Sharapov 55

- Julia Brennecke, Wolfgang Sofka, Olaf Rank: "Individual-level and unit-level knowledge transfers for innovation - a multilevel network approach"
- Maureen Mckelvey, Karin Berg: "How academic engagement through graduate students can affect firms’ search capabilities for innovation"
- Linde Colen: "Taking a step into the unknown: the guiding role of collaboration partners in firms' entry into new research areas"

Discussant: Tim Schweisfurth, Araksya Ayvazyan

39 Innovation strategy: Norms and institutions  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs03, Chair: Johannes Koenig 2

- Federica Foce Massa Saluzzo, Laura Toschi: "The impact of local social norms on access to finance: the case of environmental entrepreneurship"
- Shanyun Lu, Jerker Moodysson: "Strategic navigation through institutions: an incumbent’s journey of sustainable innovation"
- Nooa Nykänen: "Following the old road: organizational imprinting and regional development of Russia"

Discussant: Ferran Giones, Marek Giebel

40 Innovation strategy: Strategic use of location and social capital  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs05, Chair: Arman Aksoy 7

- John De Figueiredo, Davin Raiha: "Economic influence activities and strategic location investment"
- Tatevik Harutyunyan, Bram Timmermans, Lars Frederiksen: "Board member experience and the performance of new ventures"
- Francesco Di Lorenzo, Anupama Phene, Paul Almeida, Larissa Rabbiosi: "Building on immigrant knowledge: non-ethnic community inventors and knowledge sourcing behavior"

Discussant: Cecilia Jona Lasinio, Theodor Vladasel

41 Geographies of innovation: Proximity and microgeography  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs07, Chair: Elena Kosmopoulou 15

- Matteo Devigili, Tommaso Pucci, Lorenzo Zanni: "Looking for the red thread: a systematic literature review on proximity and innovation"
- Agnieszka Nowinska, Torben Pedersen: "Horizontal and vertical distance and knowledge sharing"
- Eva Panetti, Adele Parmentola, Massimiliano Guerini, Marco Ferretti: "Near or far? the role of microgeographic distance in inter-organizational relationships in local innovation ecosystems."

Discussant: Jörg Claussen, Mohammad Nasiri
42 Markets for technology: IP strategies  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs08, Chair: Patrick Lehnert  
- Jung H. Kwon, Haemin Park: “Patent renewals as an intellectual property rights management strategy”  
- Giovanna Capponi: “Patents and secrecy: combining and comparing their effectiveness for innovation protection”  
- Yeolan Lee, Eric Fong: “Unveiling sources of evergreening”  
Discussant: Mercedes Delgado, George Chondrakis

43 Policy: R&D subsidies  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs12, Chair: Madeleine Rauch  
- Oleg Sidorkin, Petr Horák: “The causal effect of r&d subsidies revisited: instrumental variable approach”  
- Evita Paraskevopoulou: “Public financing for r&d and collective symbolic claims: do they work and for whom?”  
- Bettina Peters, Philipp Böing: “Effectiveness and efficacy of r&d subsidies: estimating treatment effects with one-sided noncompliance”  
Discussant: Walter Bataglia, Tõnis Tänav

44 Innovation strategy: Decisions, choices and learning  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SPs14, Chair: David Andersson  
- Paola Criscuolo, Linus Dahlander, Thorsten Grohsjean, Ammon Salter: “The sequence effect on the selection of r&d projects”  
- Kyung Yul Lee, Hyun Ju Jung, Youngsun Kwon: “Paths to architectural innovation, winning experiences with or without failure: a behavioral perspective”  
- Dirk Martignoni: “The post-entry liability of pre-entry success knowledge”  
Discussant: Christoph Grimpe, Sandro Montresor

45 Industrial dynamics: Risk-mitigating technologies  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP103, Chair: Neva Bojovic Zec  
- Jarno Hoekman: “Emerging risks over the technological life-cycle: an analysis of pharmaceutical innovation”  
Discussant: Yen-Chen Ho, Heli Helanummi-Cole

46 Industrial dynamics: Growth  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP112, Chair: Owais Golra  
- Lihong Qian, Kim Wang: “Technology advancement and firm performance: a study of sales growth in the flat panel display industry”  
- Carita Eklund: “Why do some sme's become high growth firms? the role of employee competences”  
Discussant: Eduardo Melero, Agata Kapturkiewicz
47 Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurs and earnings  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP113, Chair: Jana Gallus  

- Elena Kulchina, Pernille Gjerløv-Juel: "Entrepreneur—a jockey or a horse owner?"  
- Kristian Nielsen, Jacob Holm, Bram Timmermans: "Work organization and entrepreneurship"  
- Jeroen Mahieu, Francesca Melillo: "Earnings trajectories of former entrepreneurs."

Discussant: Anne Ter Wal, Sam MacAulay

48 Organizational behavior: Individuals and organizational performance  
Friday June 21 at 09:00 - 10:30, Room: SP114, Chair: Florian Huber  

- Michael Ward, Alexander Harmon: "Esport superstars"  
- Giancarlo Lauto, Nicole Belfanti: "A configurational approach to the adoption of management innovation. the case of a lean transformation in the food industry"  
- José Mata, Umair Khan: "Ceo narcissism and innovation strategy: evidence from ceos successions"

Discussant: Julia Brennecke, Vidya Oruganti

49 industrial dynamics: Platform ecosystems  
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs03, Chair: Na Zou  

- Florian Huber, Bernhard Lingens: "Towards an attention-based view of the ecosystem: how firms shape organizational structures among ecosystem actors"  
- Hakan Ozalp, JP Eggers, FRANCO Malerba: "Hitting reset: how the dynamics of platform evolution affect the value of firm experience"  
- Vidya Oruganti, Vincent Mangematin: "A focal firm’s orchestration of a platform-based ecosystem and the role of complementor exclusivity"

Discussant: David Yoon, Michael Wahlen

50 Labor mobility: Migrant entrepreneurs and innovators  
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs05, Chair: Ramakrishna Devarakonda  

- Wolf-Hendrik Uhlbach, Valentina Tartari, Hans Kongsted: "Beyond scientific excellence: are internationally mobile researchers more likely to become academic entrepreneurs?"  
- Joe Raffiee, Martin Ganco, Rajshree Agarwal: "Job-education match and immigrant entrepreneurship: theory and evidence from graduates in science and engineering"  
- Keld Laursen, Bart Leten, Ngoc Han Nguyen, Marc Vancauteren: "The effect of high-skilled migrant hires and integration capacity on firm-level innovation performance: is there a premium?"

Discussant: Virgilio Failla, Felix Poege
51 Geographies of innovation: Global-local networks  
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs07, Chair: Niloofar Abolfathi 12

- Effie Kesidou, Emmanuella Plakoyiannaki, Janja Tardios: “How radical design innovations emerge in the periphery? the case of the bauhaus movement in germany”
- Stephan Manning, Stanislav Vavilov: “Supporting social ventures in institutional voids: the emergence of a transnational entrepreneurial ecosystem for east africa”
- Aleksandra Gregoric, Larissa Rabbiosi, Grazia Santangelo: “Diaspora ownership and technological licensing by emerging market”

Discussant: Francesco Di Lorenzo, Ying-Yin Lin

52 Open innovation: The value of acquisitions  
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs08, Chair: Romina Guri 18

- Christoph Grimpe, Katrin Hussinger, Wolfgang Sofka: “Firm acquisitions, resource complementarity and the access to localized knowledge”
- George Chondrakis, Carlos Serrano, Rosemarie Ziedonis: “Information disclosure and the market for acquiring technology companies”

Discussant: Alexander Smit, Shanyun Lu

53 Policy: Public research  
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs12, Chair: Tobias Schultheiss 28

- Patrick Lehnert, Curdin Pfister, Dietmar Harhoff, Uschi Backes-gellner: “The innovation effect of the introduction of universities of applied sciences in germany: interdependencies between different types of research institutions”
- Diego Comin, Georg Licht, Maikel Pellens, Torben Schubert: “Do companies benefit from public research organisations? the impact of the fraunhofer society in germany”

Discussant: Isabel Bodas-Freitas, Elisabeth Krull

54 Innovation strategy: Uncertainty and search  
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SPs14, Chair: Wolfgang Sofka 32

- Vaughn Tan: “Intentional goal uncertainty: a definition and a theoretical model linking it with innovation performance”
- Yen-Chen Ho, Hamid Foroughi: “Memento: in search of past knowledge”
- Rebecca Karp: “What kind of village fosters entrepreneurial new venture development?”

Discussant: Hanna Hottenrott, Matteo Devigili
55 Industrial dynamics: Responses of incumbents to innovation
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP103, Chair: Nicola Grassano

- Anita Mcgahan, Jay Shaw, Payal Agarwal: "negotiated settlements among stakeholders: creating capacity to confront disruption"
- Bilgehan Uzunca, Irene Beccarini, Pinar Ozcan: "Taxis against uber: the effectiveness of public versus private tactics and issue framing in incumbents’ resistance to new entrants"
- George Ball, Jeff Macher, Ariel Stern: "Recalls, innovation, and competitor response: evidence from medical device firms"

Discussant: Sheryl Winston Smith, Mauricio Perez-Alaniz

56 Open innovation: Advantages of openness
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP112, Chair: Yimei Hu

- Kristof Van Criekingen: "External information sourcing and lead time advantage in product innovation"
- Saleh Farazi, Shanthi Gopalakrishnan, Michael Santoro, Ali Samei: "Technology alliances: disentangling knowledge resources to target financial capital"
- Araksya Ayvazyan, Said Matr: "What's there to gain? outbound openness and markets for technology"

Discussant: Antonio Vezzani, Chipo Ngongoni

57 Entrepreneurship: Antecedants
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP113, Chair: Nooa Nykänen

- Argyro (Iro) Nikiforou, John Dencker, Marc Gruber: "Necessity entrepreneurship and industry choice in new firm creation"
- Azzurra Meoli: "Entrepreneurship as a consequence of career misfit: a person-environment fit approach"
- Sebastian Camarero Garcia, Martin Murmann: "Unemployment benefits and startup success: evidence from Germany"

Discussant: Bram Timmermans, Milan Miric

58 Organizational behavior: Employee contributions to innovation and commercialization
Friday June 21 at 15:00 - 16:30, Room: SP114, Chair: evita paraskevopoulou

- Tim Schweisfurth, Christina Raasch, Anne Greul: "Will employees try again? - contingencies of serial idea submissions"
- Ralf Wilden, Kritika Randhawa, Siggi Gudergan: "A microfoundational view of open innovation: investigating the role of the lower-level managers"
- Anna Scedrova, Robert Morgan, Luigi De Luca: "Decomposing the role of individual- and firm-level capabilities for scientifically-based innovation commercialization"

Discussant: Matthijs Janssen, Tom Grad